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✔Student Hub is a web application to help cater

needs of International students.

✔Through this application we try and answer the 

most common questions and doubts people have 

in relation to various things.

✔It is divided into two main categories that are 

University centric and Non-University Centric 

sections. 



When designing UI mock-ups for the application, it was critical that we first understood the problem, 
empathized with users and their pain points, and designed an intuitive, user-centered interface and 
experience that encouraged minimal thinking and anticipated user needs.

THE MISSION
With Student Hub we want to make it simple for the upcoming international students, so that they do 
not have to go through all the hardships that one faces and if they must face it, they always have 
someone to help them.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Create user interface for the app that makes it easy for students to use. Provide with a design that 
appeals to the target students.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Current and Incoming international students.

“Don’t waste your pain, use it to help others.” – Rick Warren





We collected quantitative and qualitative data that will help 
us determine the scope of our project and rank the existing 
needs of international students. We choose to use two 
research techniques:

1. Survey
2. Interview

✔For survey we created Google form and shared the link 
using WhatsApp and messages to upcoming and current 
students.

✔We received a total of  73 candidate's responses.
✔We interviewed 4 upcoming students and 2 current 

students.
✔We used moderated in-person interviews for current 

students and Zoom calls for upcoming students.



The research approach we choose is decided by the research question we were trying to solve. 
Interviews were chosen because they allowed us to see what people were thinking and why they were 
thinking it in real time, as well as dig down further by asking follow-up questions.

Few Questions from the Interview
1. Is your visa approved yet?
2. What are the challenges that you are facing before coming to USA?
3. Are you aware about the documents / Exams requirements?
4. What are the current challenges that you are facing?
5. Did you face any challenges coming to US as an international student? (open ended 

question)(current students)
6. Are you aware about the Insurance other than the one provided by the university?



Goal of this survey is to focus on the stress points that every international student faces when in home 
country and after arriving to the United States. This survey is New Jersey and New York university 
centric.

Few Questions from the Survey
1. Are you an international student? Conditional question to which if the answer was no then No  

(Note: You will be redirected to the end of the form, as this survey is only intended towards 
international students)

2. Are you currently studying in the university or an upcoming student?
3. What are the current challenges that you are facing?
4. What are the challenges after coming to the USA? (open ended question)(current students)
5. How would you rank the importance of the features listed below

(1: low, 5: high priority) These are some of the stress factors faced by International students after 
coming to USA.

1. What other feature than the ones listed above would you like to see in the application?
2. How important is the mentorship program page in the application? (Each universities have mentors 

for international students to look after their needs)



What is your gender?Which age group defines you the best?



We conducted 2 interviews in-person for the current students and 4 through messages and zoom 
calls for upcoming students.

Amala Natu
Age 24
Hometown Mumbai

Vrushali More
Age 25
Hometown Mumbai

Yash Patel
Age 23
Hometown Mumbai

Alexander Kamenev

Age 25

Hometown Bulgaria

Tushar Verma
Age 27
Hometown Thane, Mumbai

Mehul Jikadra
Age 34
Hometown Mumbai





High Priority Features ( 5 )

Mentorship program page 37

On Campus Job 34

Accommodation 29

SSN 28

Opening Bank Account 22

Mid Priority Features ( 3 )

Chat feature 25

State Id / License 20

Places to visit 19

Events 19

Immunization 18



What are the challenges after coming to the USA?

What other features than the ones listed above 
would you like to see in the application that you 
think is important?



We were able to prioritize user 

requirements for the application 

based on feedback from surveys and 

interviews, and we used the ranking 

research approach to classify the 

necessary features into three 

categories:

✔ High Priority

✔Medium Priority 

✔Low Priority 



✓ More than 90 percent of those we spoke with stated 
they'd like to utilize this app to and would love to have it 
all under one roof.(Whatsapp groups did help)

✓ By conduction Interviews and doing surveys, we were able 
to finalise and prioritise on the key pain points 
encountered by the students.

✓ We were able to learn more insights like "Loan 
procedure," and other features that they needed by using 
open-ended questions.

✓ We were happy that we included the events section and 
places to visit section, as many expressed homesickness 
and networking issues.

✓ Ranking Research Method helped us prioritise the needs.









See the interactive paper sketches here.

Landing Page
✓ The Non – University centric page 

consists of the Navbar and features of 
selecting NY Universities, and NJ 
Universities which will direct you to 
the selected university page.

✓ Accommodation, SSN, Opening Bank 
Account, and State ID / License which 
are directly linked to their pages. 

✓ It also consists of a chat feature at 
the bottom right of the page.

https://marvelapp.com/72jibgf


University-Centric Page
Once the user selects a particular university the 
redirected page displays the features according 
to the university selected. 
The features available on the page are
✓ Mentorship program
✓ On–campus
✓ Events
✓ Immunization  



Mentorship Page
✓ Each and every college has this new concept 

of allotting a Buddy to few group of 
students, who will cater to their needs and 
help them in their journey. 

✓ So we have tried incorporating it, in our 
application where student will select 
program and stream and then the mentors 
name and email id will be displayed.

✓ Page also displays information regarding all 
the important stress points a student might 
have for quick and easy access.



Events Page
✓ The Event page is one of the University-

centric features that gives you information 
about the upcoming events happening in 
the university and the links from where you 
can reserve your seat if needed.

✓ It also shows you images and information 
about the past events that happened in the 
University which were a great success.



About Us Page
✓ The About Us page talks about the inception 

of Student Hub and also our Mission and 
Vision behind creating this application. 

✓ We also have section for displaying the 
founding members of the application with 
the email id’s, so that students can reach 
out to us when in need.



Contact Us Page
The Contact Us page displays the form to 
contact us by inputting your email and 
message so that we can get back to you as 
soon as possible.



Feature Page
The feature page design is common for 
✓ SSN
✓ Accommodation 
✓ On-campus
✓ immunization
✓ State Id/license
✓ opening bank account. 

It displays information about the feature with 
important details and the links related to it.





✔Our goal was to make the web application 
interactive and easy to use. This is the 
reason why we decided to go with two 
main categories that are University 
centric and Non-University centric. 

✔Our landing page is Non – University 
centric which consists of sub-categories 
such as Select University which will take 
you to the specific university-centric 
page, Opening a bank account, SSN, 
State id/ License, and Accommodation.

✔Our University Centric page consists of 
the Mentorship program, on-campus, 
Events, and Immunization. 

See the Figma prototype here.

https://www.figma.com/file/yp1zBrVqssOfzq8ppgSK94/Student-Hub?node-id=0%3A1&t=fSD0PuOkx7cpGVnK-1


PRIMARY 
COLORS

SECONDARY 
COLORS

WEBSITE FONTS 

BUTTON DESIGN 

CARD DESIGN 

CHATBOT DESIGN 





Student Hub Homepage

✔On the homepage we have tried 
accommodating all the important features 
selected after Interviews and Survey.

✔The page has links to About us page, Contact 
Us page.

✔Selecting the university.

✔It also has links to common features like

○ Accommodation

○ SSN

○ Opening Bank Account and 

○ State Id and License

✔The Page also has Chat feature, which acts as 
a bot and if the answers are not available 
then one can leave a message and it will be 
then answered within a TAT of 48 hrs.    



University Page

✔On the University page we have tried 
accommodating the important features 
selected after Interviews and Survey

✔The page has links to About us page, Contact 
Us page,

✔Selecting the university.

✔It also has links to common features like

○ Mentorship Program, On Campus, 
Events, Immunization

✔The Page also has Chat feature, which acts as 
a bot and if the answers are not available then 
one can leave a message and it will be then 
answered within a TAT of 48 hrs.    



Opening Bank Account Page

✔First thing one needs to do after renting 
an apartment, is opening bank account, 
this page guides students to the 
respective banks checking account for 
students. 

✔Links are provided, so that the latest 
offers and students schemes is received 
by the users, in this case the students.

✔The page also talks about the general 
document requirement to open bank 
account



Social Security Number Page

✔Social Security Number (SSN) Page talks 
about Who, When, How and Eligibility to 
obtain it. 

✔It also talks about steps to take when one 
misplaces the SSN.

✔SSN is required by all the international 
students to legally work in the United States.    



Places To Visit Page

✔Places to Visit detail page provides details of 
a particular location that student wants to 
know about. 

✔The idea for this page is to provide all the 
information related to the location and also 
tell students if they can avail any discounts 
and also how to reach the destination.



Immunization Page

✔The Immunization page provides details 
about the Immunization requirements for the 
particular University which are compulsory 
for entering the University and attending the 
lectures. It also has the link where you can 
upload the documents. 



On-campus Page

✔The On- campus page consist of details on 
what are various types of job opportunities 
available and how can students apply to them. 
What are the prerequisites to obtain the On 
Campus jobs and proper channels to apply.



Events Page

✔The Events page gives details about the upcoming 
events happening in the University.

✔It also displays the past events with memories in form 
of Images, to provide that personal touch of how a 
particular event is celebrated in a particular university.



About Us Page
✔About Us Page talks about the idea behind creating this 

web application.

✔It also talks about the Mission and Vision behind the 
web application.

✔Lastly it showcases the thinkers (creators) of the web 
application   







✔We conducted the interview via Zoom for the 
incoming students and on Campus interviews 
for the students who are already here in a 
moderated way.

✔We provided our users to perform 4 core tasks 
to evaluate our design.

✔For quantitative data, we used the SUS
questionnaire were users
can score on a scale of 1 – 5 where 1 being 
strongly disagree to 5
being strongly agree.



General information and contextual questions

✓ 1.   How do you usually search for information about studies abroad?
✓ 2.   Are you able to find the information you are looking for each time?
✓ 3.   According to you, how do you categorize the information related to studying abroad?
✓ 4.   How to feel about sharing your experience with us about you moving to the US for your master’s?

Usability Questions

✓ 1.   Scenario: starting from the homepage – Walk me through what you see on this page?
✓ 2.   Scenario: starting from the university homepage – Walk me through what you see on this page?
✓ 3.   Look at the top navigation bar, what do you think you would see on those buttons?
✓ 4.   What do you expect to find on the mentorship program page?
✓ 5.   What do you expect to find in a chatbot?
✓ 6.   On the scale of 1 to 5 how would you rate the chatbot feature?

Questions related to Task

✓ 1.   Scenario: Mentor details for CS graduate program – As a first task, can you find the details of the mentor for 
CS graduate program?

✓ Measure how much time it takes to complete the task.
✓ 2.   Why did you take this path?



Kshitij Sharma Time Taken
Website

Time Taken
Mobile False Steps Errors

How will you find Mentor details related to the CS 
stream for the Graduate Program?

00:50 00:20 None
Mentorship 
program?

How do I get details about red flags related to 
accommodation?

00:10 00:07 None

Where can I get details about Exchange Place which 
is very famous among Tourists?

00:15 00:06 None

How will you find link to apply for on Campus jobs 
for Pace University?

00:15 00:12 None

Feedbacks and Comments:

✔What is mentorship program?

We explained the user what mentorship program ment and the user was quite happy with 
the  feature and was unaware about it.

✔I believe mobile and website can have different looks till the time it is functional and doing 
the work accurately.

We have incorporated the same look and feel based on  feedback from ⅚ users and 
changes are in the upcoming slides.



Aishwarya Nair Time Taken
Website

Time Taken
Mobile

False Steps Errors

How will you find Mentor details related to the CS 
stream for the Graduate Program?

01:00 00:22 None

How do I get details about red flags related to 
accommodation?

00:15 00:06 None
What do we mean 

by red flag?

Where can I get details about Exchange Place which 
is very famous among Tourists?

00:22 00:10 None

How will you find link to apply for on Campus jobs 
for Pace University?

00:15 00:09 None

Feedbacks and Comments:

✔Why do we have this chatbot feature when we have same bubbles outside. 

On explaining, that chatbot will also have non prominent features and bubbles that are not already 
covered and if you feel like we missed something, you can convey the same to us agreed the use of it.

✔ I believe mobile and website should look the same, yes less information to display on mobile upfront but 
design wise they should be same

Incorporated in the new design and changes can be seen in the upcoming slides.



Feedbacks and Comments:

✔Felt that major points were covered.
✔Would like to have the loan feature bubble prominent.

Incorporated in the new design. Page changes are provided in the upcoming 
slides.

Neha Chudekar
Time Taken 

Website
Time Taken

Mobile
False Steps Errors

How will you find Mentor details related to the CS 
stream for the Graduate Program?

00:25 00:20 None

How do I get details about red flags related to 
accommodation?

00:10 00:07 None

Where can I get details about Exchange Place which 
is very famous among Tourists?

00:15 00:06 None

How will you find link to apply for on Campus jobs 
for Pace University?

00:15 00:12 None



Feedbacks and Comments:

✔Felt that major points were covered.
✔Wanted transfer money to India feature bubble.

Will be incorporated in the future roadmap, as it requires research.
✔Wanted paying money to university feature.

Will be incorporated in the future roadmap, as it requires research.

Aishwarya Suresh Time Taken
Website

Time Taken Mobile False Steps Errors

How will you find Mentor details related to the CS stream 
for the Graduate Program?

00:20 00:18 None

How do I get details about red flags related to 
accommodation?

00:15 00:11 None

Where can I get details about Exchange Place which is 
very famous among Tourists?

00:25 00:10 None

How will you find link to apply for on Campus jobs for 
Pace University?

00:20 00:15 None



The SUS score was calculated by the matrix of 

✔For every odd-numbered question, subtract 1 from 
the score (X-1)

✔For every even-numbered question, subtract the 
score from 5 (5-X)

✔Sum the scores from even and odd-numbered 
questions. Then multiply the total with 2.5

Access to SUS questions here.

https://forms.gle/z9tzkVRaZ6Aw3xoR8








1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 SUS Raw Score SUS Final Score

User 1 5 1 5 5 5 2 5 1 5 1 35 87.5
User 2 4 1 4 1 5 1 4 1 4 1 36 90
User 3 4 1 5 1 4 2 5 1 5 1 37 92.5
User 4 5 1 5 2 5 1 5 1 5 2 38 95
User 5 3 1 4 2 4 1 5 1 5 1 35 87.5
User 6 4 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 39 97.5

According to Usability.gov, a SUS score above a 68 is considered average, and anything below is considered 
below average. You could also group the number of scores you receive to determine what percentage of 
respondents gave you a high or low score.
The image below gives you a better snapshot of the range of scores and what they mean. In general:
✔Scores below 50 are considered 'Not Acceptable'
✔Scores between 51-70 are considered 'Marginal'
✔Scores above 71 are considered 'Acceptable'

https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/system-usability-scale.html


All the 6 participants found the website quite intuitive and easy to use and could figure out the assigned task. 
During the Task and after the walkthrough the prominent feedbacks that we received are as follows.

✓ Mobile and Website view should be identical (5 out of 6 users stressed on this point)

✓ More  information is needed in the Opening of Bank Account section 

◆ Appointment slot booking.

◆ Include personal experience of the students in the page.

✓ State Id / License page: Users would love to have a tab feature in the page design.

✓ 3 of the users didn’t find the chatbot feature that useful, as the same information was available in the 

bubbles mentioned. After explaining the feature better they felt that it was ok to have it.

✓ User wanted transferring money to university details bubble to be added to main criteria of the bubbles.

✓ One user wanted Loan process feature to be prominent.





✔Mobile and Website view should be identical (5 out of 6 users stressed on this point), even though the 
functioning and content were properly placed but they did notice the design change and would like to 
have similar design carried in the mobile app as well.

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔State Id / License page: 2 users said that they would love to have a tab feature to select between New Jersey and 
New York, instead of scrolling to find a particular information.

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Mobile view changes

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Mobile view change after usability evaluation. Added Loan Process tab.

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Mobile view changes

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Website view changes

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Applying new changes after the feedback from usability evaluation. Loan Process tab is added.

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Website view changes

Prior To Changes After Changes



✔Website view changes

Prior To Changes After Changes





✔Opening of Bank Account Section : More information to be 
provided in the page
✔personal touch of someone’s experience of doing that 

thing will explain things in a better way.
✔Love to see appointment slot booking feature.

✔Transferring money to university page to be added.
✔Loan process page to be added.

✔Users did enjoy the places to visit page and would love to 
see personal touch to it and user stories, of how they 
travelled through different places.

✔Accommodation: Accommodation verification parameters 
to be added, to guide incoming students more accurately.

✔Enhancing the pages with updated information.



StudentHub LinkWebsite Link that we are working on:

https://webpage.pace.edu/np57411n/cs641/StudentHub/
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